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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let gg be the “Prym moduli space” for the pairs (C,q), where C is a 
smooth curve of genus g and r is a non zero element of order 2 in Pit(C). As 
it is well known, (cfr. for instance [3], [4], [9]), we can associate to (C, q) its 
Prym variety P(C, q) which is a principally polarized abelian variety of 
dimension g - 1. Thus, by sending (C, q) in P(C, q), we obtain a map, (the Prym 
map), 
i 
where ~/s-i is the moduli space for the principally polarized abelian varieties 
of dimension g - 1. g8 is known to be irreducible, (cfr. [9]), and Pg is 
dominant for gS6, (cfr. [3], [4], [5]). In particular, for g = 6, the Prym map 
P6: S?e+&5 is generically finite of degree 27, (see [9]). 
In [8] R. Donagi shows the unirationality of gG, and hence of &, by 
exhibiting a rational family of nets of quadrics in P6 which dominates ge. In 
spite of its beautiful geometry this proof is very long and involves the use of 
a computer tocheck some numerical values. 
Here we propose a different, shorter approach which arises from the 
geometry of the Enriques’ surfaces: 
The key point, to show the unirationality of Bb, consists always in the 
* Partially supported by grants from the Italian Ministry of Public Education and the C.N.R. 
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exhibiting a suitable rational family of algebraic objects which dominates 9&; 
since dim( ~9~) = dim(s15) = 15 this family has to be 15-dimensional. It is natural 
now to remark the following facts: 
(1) A” dominates the moduli space of the Enriques’ surfaces (which is 
irreducible and lo-dimensional): Let us assume affine coordinates 
(al, q12, ql3, q14, q22, q23, a, q34, ad on A”, 
if 4=(q11,..., q44) is a point of A” we associate to q the sextic surface X4 
whose equation is 
(x$2x3)2 + (x,x2x4)2 + (xIx3x4)2 + (x2x3x4)2 + ~x~.&t3x4 = 0 
and such that Q = Ciri qijXiXj; ((xi :x2:x3 :x4) are projective coordinates on 
P3). 
A general Enriques’ surface is birational with a finite number of sextic 
surfaces as above, (cfr. [12] p. 635). 
(2) A general Enriques’ surface carries a linear system JCI of curves of 
genus 6; dimlC/ = 5 and ICI embeds X in P5 as a smooth surface of degree 10. 
This was classically known for a special family of Enriques’ surfaces, the “Reye 
congruences”, (cfr. [lo], [l l] and, for a modern account, [6]). By taking a 
deformation of a Reye congruence one obtains the same property for a general 
Enriques’ surface, (cfr. [2], [6]). Fano was probably the first to point out this 
and to construct a linear system like ICI on a general X, (see [l I]). 
(3) If C is a smooth, irreducible curve of ICI then 0&&(K) is a non zero 
element of order 2 in Pit(C), (K being the canonical divisor of X), (see [7] 
prop. 1.3.1). 
Let q be a general point of Ai’, we are able to fix a finite number n of linear 
systems ICiql, i= 1, ,.., n, as above on a minimal desingularization of X,. Then 
we consider the family of the pairs (X4, C) where CE ICiq 1 for some i. We 
show that this family d is irreducible, rational, 15-dimensional. By (3) we have 
a map 
such that, V (X,, C) E A, h((X,, C)) = (C, q), where &c(q) = @o@ B,(K) and K 
is a canonical divisor on the minimal desingularization of X4. 
We show that h is dominant so that J%~ and &s are unirational. This last step 
is obtained from the following property: 
let (C, q) be a general element of %‘,+ then one can realize at most a finite 
number of distinct projective models of C as a smooth curve in P3 having the 
edges of a given tetrahedron T as trisecant lines. Moreover, for everyone of 
these models, the difference of two skew edges of Tcuts out the divisor q of C. 
We work over the complex field, nevertheless we point out that the most part 
of our results holds on an algebraically closed field k, char(k)#2, (cfr. [7]). 
We fix some definitions and conventions: 
(1) A sextic Enriques’ surface XC P3 is a sextic surface passing doubly 
through the edges of a given tetrahedron and birational to an Enriques’ surface. 
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(2) Let X be a (smooth) Enriques’ surface: we say that a curve EcX is an 
isolated elliptic curve iff P,(E) = 1, dim IE I= 0 and j2E 1 is an irreducible pencil 
of elliptic curves. 
(3) Let (C, q) be an element of gg, if Kc is the canonical divisor of C then 
dimIK,+ql =g-2 and the morphism associated to jK,+ql maps C onto a 
curve C’C Pge2. We will call C’ the Prym canonical model of the pair (C, q). 
(4) If X, Y are cycles of a smooth variety 2 we denote by X. Y their inter- 
section cycle. If codim(X) + codim( Y) = dim(Z) we denote by (X, Y) their inter- 
section number. 
REMARK: after the completion of this paper we learned that another proof of 
the unirationality of g6 and A$ was given by S. Mori and S. Mukai in the 
paper “The uniruledness of Ait” (preprint, 1983). Our method is’ different 
from the one used by these two authors. 
1. 
We want to construct a rational 15dimensional variety A which dominates 
?Z6. A will be the parameter space for a certain set of pairs (X, C) such that: 
(1) X is a sextic Enriques’ surface, 
(2) CEDiv(X), p,(C)=6, dimlCI=5. 
We will see that J is an open subset of a P5-bundle on a given rational, 
lo-dimensional variety 9; in this section we define Band show its rationality. 
Let us fix once at all projective coordinates (xi :x2 :x3 : XJ on P3, we denote 
by T the coordinate tetrahedron. 
by eij, (irj; i,j= 1, . . . . 4), its edge 
(Xi=Xj=O}, 
by Vi, (i= 1, . . . . 4), the vertex of T which is not contained in the face {xi = 01. 
Let 9 be the family of the smooth, quintic elliptic curves 
FC P3 
such that V, $ F and: 
(+) 
I 
F meets exactly in one point the edges e12, e34; 
F meets exactly in two points the remaining edges of T. 
To simplify our notations we will denote by F both a point of Fand its corre- 
sponding curve in P3. V FE B let 
n:F-,{x4=0} 
be the projection morphism of F from the point V4 on the plane “at infinity” 
{x4 = O}; the image F’= n(F) is a plane quintic curve such that: 
(+ +) V,EF’, Sing(F’)=(VI,V2,A,B,C). 
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V, and V. are ordinary nodes or cusps for F’, moreover: either A = B = C = 0 
where 0 is a triple point with no infinitely near double point or A, B, C are 
distinct ordinary nodes or cusps for F’. 
LEMMA 1.1 Let GC {x4 = 0} be an irreducible quintic curve of genus 1. Let 
n : G”-+ G be its normalization morphism and P = i. n, where i: G-+ (x4 = 0} is 
the inclusion map. Assume that G satisfies the condition (+ + ), then the 
following properties are equivalent: 
(i) P*(Cf_, ei4)- P*(Cj=, Vi)-P*(L)-P*(Sing(G)), where L is a cubic 
curve and Sing(G) c L; 
(ii) G = rc(F), where FE 9 and TC : F+ {x4 = 0) is the projection morphism 
of Ffrom V, on (x4=0}. 
PROOF. Assume projective coordinates (xi :xi :x4) on (x4 = 0} such that 
xi/x; =x2/x; =x3/x;, we consider on G” the effective divisors of degree 5: 
di=P*(ei4)=P*({&=O)), (i= 1, . ...3), 
d,=P*(C:=, ei4)-P*(C:=, ~)=P*({x;x;xj=O}-P*(Cf=, vi). 
d, , d,, d3 belong to the same linear system jd 1 whose associated line bundle is 
Y=n *(@o(l)). Hence one can define in a unique way, (up to a non zero 
constant factor c), three global sections 
CSI, cs2, cs3 
of Y such that div(si) = dj, (i= 1,2,3), and, V z E G”, the coordinates of p(z) 
are (s~Cz):s2(z):s3(z)). 
Let /I be the four dimensional linear system of the cubic curves L C {x4 = 0} 
such that: 
V P E Sing(G) mp(L) 5 m,(G) - 1. 
If Sing(G) = {VI, V,, A, B, C} and these are double points for G then a general 
element of /1 passes simply through V,, V2, A, B, C. If Sing(G) = { V,, V2, 0) and 
0 is a triple point for G then a general L of /1 contains VI and V2 and is 
singular in 0. We denote by K the conic through V,, V2, A, B, C if Sing(G)= 
={V,,V,,AB,C) or the conic through VI, V2 and singular in 0 if Sing(G) = 
= { V,, V,, O}. For every line u C {x4 = 0} the cubic curve u + K belongs to /1, 
hence, V L E A, 
jdlS[P*(L)-P*(K)I. 
Moreover, since dimld I= dim A = 4, we have: 
V dE]dl 3 LEA/d=P*(L)-P*(K). 
We observe also that d4 cannot be the pull-back by P of a line of (x4 =O}. 
Therefore the following are equivalent: 
(1) 4E I4 
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(2) 3 s4 E Ho (G”, Y)/div(s,) = d4 and sl, s2, s3, s4 are linearly independent. 
If (2) holds then, by setting g(z) = (si(z) : s2(z) : ss(z) :s4(z)) (V z E G”), we 
define an embedding 
g: G”-tp3 
such that n(g(Gn)) = G, where n:g(G”)+{x4=0} is the projection from I’,. 
One can verify easily that F=g(G”) belongs to g 
It is obvious that, conversely, (2) holds whenever G = R(F) for some FE ST 
Hence (2)o(ii). Since (l)*(i) the result follows. 
REMARK 1.1 The section s,, as well as the triple (si, s2, g), is defined up to the 
product with a non zero constant. Therefore the curve F which projects onto 
G is not unique; F is indeed defined up to an homotethy having its center in 
V4 and its plane of the fixed points in {x4 = O}. It follows that the family of the 
curves FE F such that n(F) = G is parametrized by an affine line. 
Let p be the blowing up of the 3-symmetric product of {x4 =0} along its 
diagonal A, we will use the notation (A + B + C) for the point of the 3- 
symmetric product which corresponds to the points A, B, C. If (A + B + C) $ d 
we will use the same notation for its inverse image in p. Let E be the inverse 
image of A in P, it is a standard fact that every point of E whose image is 
(0+ 0+ 0) in A corresponds to three lines a,, bo, co of {x4=0) passing through 
0. We will denote such a point of E with (ao+ bo+co). Let us consider, as 
above, a curve F in the family g the projection from V4 71: F-+ {x4 = 0) and 
G = n(F), we have: 
n *(n *(Sing(G) - V, - V,) =A + B + C 
(A, B, CE {x4=0} and A +B+ C is a zero cycle on {x4=0}). We define a 
morphism 
f:z-F 
by setting 
f(F) = 
(A + B + C) if A, B, C are distinct points. 
(a0 + b. + co) if A = B = C = 0 and 0 is a triple point for G 
having a0 U b. U co as its tangent cone. 
With the same notations as above we have the following 
LEMMA 1.2 V FE Y f -‘(f(F)) is an Al-bundle over an open subset of P3. 
PROOF. Let Z be the four dimensional linear system of the quintic curves G 
passing through V3 and such that: 
if f(F) = (A + B + C) then Sin&G) 3 { VI, V2, A, B, C} 
if f(F) = (a0 + b. + co) then Sing(G) > {Vi, V2, 0}, ma(G) 2 3 and 
aoU b,U co is contained in the tangent cone to G at 0. 
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We compute the dimension and the degree of the Zariski closure 2 of the 
locus ZCZ such that: 
Z = (G EZ/G satisfies the hypothesis and the condition (i) of 
lemma 1.1). 
We denote by A the same linear system of plane cubic curves as in the proof 
of lemma 1 .I and by K the same conic. We set D = (G E~/G is reducible or 
rational}; since the projection x(F) of F from P’, in {x4=0} belongs to X-D 
it follows that: 
(1) D is a proper closed subset of 2. 
Moreover, since F is an element of 6 the points A, B, C (or the point 0) 
cannot belong to e14 U e, U e34. Hence one deduces immediately that: 
(2) dim {GE,Ue34CG} =2. 
Furthermore, by the irreducibility of z(F), the points Vr or V, cannot 
belong to the edges of the triangle ABC, (to aOUbOUcO). If an element G of 
z contains ei4 U e34 (i = 1,2) as a component then G - (ei4 U e34) is the union of 
the edges of the triangle ABC, (is aoU b,Uc,). Moreover G - (ei4Ue34) has to 
contain the point Vj, (j = 1,2; i#j) and this contradicts our previous remark. 
Hence no element of J? contains ej4Ue34 as a component and, being dim X= 4 
and dim (GE .Ue34 C G} = 2, one obtains: 
(3) dim {GEX/ei4CG} = 1, (i= 1,2). 
Let n(F) be, as above, the projection of F from V4, then 
n(F). e34 = 2( VI + V,) + U 
where U is a point of e34. By definition of F again it follows that 
Ue {A& C, VI, vd, We (4 VI, vzl); 
hence we have: 
(4) dim &= 3, 
where &= {GE.X/G.e34=2(Vr + Vz)+ U). 
& is a web of curves of z. Since n(F) E& a general element of & is an 
irreducible curve of genus 1. 
It will be shown now that 
(5) Z,=Z. 
(i) Z;c Z. 
It suffices to show that a dense subset of & is contained in Z. Let r c & be 
a general line through the point corresponding to the curve n(F). Since r 
contains n(F) there is no restriction to assume that a general element of r is an 
irreducible curve of genus 1. Moreover, by (3), we can assume that no element 
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of r contains ei4 (i = 1,2) as a component. This implies that the curves of r cut 
out on ei4 a gi (out of the fixed divisor 21/i+ V,), that is a linear series of 
(projective) dimension 1 and degree 2. 
We denote by f = 0 the equation of n(F) and by hf= 0 the equation of the 
cubic curve Lf such that P *( Cf= 1 ei4) - P *( C Vj) - P *(Lf) - P *(Sing(n(F)), (P 
being as in (i) lemma 1.1). Since n(F) E Z then, by lemma 1.1, Lf exists. 
We remark that Lf does not contain ei4 (i = 1,2) as a component: assume for 
instance er4 c Lf then there exists a conic Kf such that cl4 +Kf = Lf and 
{A, B, C} c Kf, (or 0 is singular for KS). Hence (Kf+ er4). e24+ V2 + F’s = 
= n(F). e24 so that deg(Kf. e%) = 3, e24 5. Kf and the points A, B, C are 
collinear, (or 0 E e24), which is absurd. 
2 contains as a hyperplane the web of reducible curves H= {KUL/Vs EL, 
L e/1}: we denote by KU,? the curve corresponding to the point rnH and by 
&=O its equation, (where K= {k=O} and L= (&=O)). 
Now we consider the two pencils of curves: 
since Lf-ei4+2Vj+V3=n(F)-ei4 and~0ei4+2Vi+V3=(K+L)~ei4, (i=1,2), it 
follows that r and r’ cut out on ei4 the same gi. Moreover U$K so that UEE 
and all the curves of both the pencils have to contain U. Let G = (A/&+ pf = 0} 
be an irreducible elliptic curve of r, it follows immediately from the previous 
remarks that the cubic curve L = (Ih+phf = 01. Plays for G the same role 
which Lf is playing for n(F); i.e. G satisfies condition (i) of lemma 1.1. 
Hence, by the same lemma, G E 2 and r 5: Z. This implies (i). 
At first we remark that Z#E let I,v:~--D-+{x~=O} be the morphism 
sending G E z--D in the point x, = I&G) where 
and L is a cubic curve of /1. We claim that L is the unique element of/i which 
satisfies this equality: assume that L is not unique in /I, then L moves in a pencil 
and xL moves, with L, in a g:; this contradicts the non rationality of G. Thus 
x, is unique and ly is well defined. Let P be a general point of {x4 = O> and Ep, 
(/lp), the web of the curves of X, (A), passing through P. It is not difficult to 
construct a 2-dimensional family of pairs (G, L) E zp x /Ip such that 
P+G-(e,,+e2,)+2(A+B+C)=L.G+2V3. 
Hence dim v/-‘(P) = 2 and I+Y dominates {x4 = 01. Moreover, by lemma 1.1, 
r,-‘(es4) =Z so that Z#,X. 
Let us assume now that F’E K f(F’)=f(F) and r~n(F”)$~~, (with F’#F). 
We consider a general line r through the point corresponding to X(F), i.e. a line 
intersecting & in a point corresponding to a curve GEZ and moreover such 
that no one of its element contains ei4 (i = 1,2,3) as a component. By (i), (2) 
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and (3) the union of the lines like r is dense in 2. By lemma 1.1 there exist cubic 
curves LY, L, such that n(F) * C:= 1 ei4 = Lye J$;=, eid + 2(Vt + V, + V,) and 
G. I:=, eg=L,* C?=, ei4+2(V, + Vz+ Vs). Assume that the equation for the 
curve n(F), G, LY, L, is given respectively by f’= 0, g = 0, /zY = 0, h, = 0; then, 
V @:p)~Pt, the curves {nf’+pg=O} and {AhY+ph,=O) cut out on C,‘,, ei4 
the same divisor. Thus, by lemma 1.1 and the same argument of the end of the 
proof of (i), one shows that Y c Z. Since r is general this implies Z=x which 
is a contradiction. Hence rc(F’) E & and zU = Z. 
By lemma 1.1 F’ is an element off -‘(f(F)) if and only if the projection of 
F’ from V4 is an element of Z; by remark 1.1 f -‘(j(F)) is an Al-bundle on Z. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 9 is an irreducible, rational, lo-dimensional variety. 
PROOF. It is easily checked that f(F) is dense in P. Moreover the fiber off 
over f(F) is irreducible and of constant dimension by lemma 1.2. Hence F-is 
irreducible. By lemma 1.2 one obtains that is birational to A’ x P3 x P; 
therefore 8 is rational and lo-dimensional. 
L. 
We consider now the (affine) linear system of the sextic surfaces in P3 whose 
equation is of the following type: 
(XlX~x3)~ + (XIX~X~)~ + (XIX~X~)~ + (X~X3x4)~ + QX*X2X3X4 = 0 
where Q = C qijXiXj> (irj; i, j = 1,2,3,4), is a quadratic form. We identify this 
linear system with the affine space Ato having as coordinates (qI1, q12,. . . , q44): 
if 4=h, . . . . qu) belongs to A” we denote by X4 the sextic surface whose 
equation is as above and such that Q= C qjjxjxj. X4 passes doubly through 
the edges of the tetrahedron Tand, for a general q, is birational to an Enriques’ 
surface. Conversely a general Enriques’ surface is birational to a finite number 
of X4’s If X is a general sextic surface passing doubly through the edges of T 
then its equation is: 
cl(XIX2X3)2 + cz(X1X3X4)2 + c3(X,X3X4)2 + c4(XzX3X4)2 + QXIX2X3X4 = 0, 
Q being as above. We say that X has a normalized equation iff X=X, for 
some q in Alo, (i.e. C*=C2=C3=C4#0). 
In this section we construct a morphism 
u : F-+A” 
and we show that u is generically finite. 
Let F be an element of z the linear system of the X4’s cuts out on F a linear 
system of divisors: 
(t+dg} ={FuX,, qEA”), 
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where t = T. F is fixed and d4 =X4. F - t. Since deg(d,) = 10 and F has genus 1 
we have dimid,] = 9< 10 and at least one Xq has to contain F. We show that 
such a X4 is unique: assume FCX,nX,,, (q#q’), if {g=O} and (g’=O) are 
the (normalized as above) equations of X4 and X4, then FC {g-g’= 01. 
{g-g’=O} =SU T h w ere S is a quadricand T is the coordinate tetrahedron; 
since F does not lie in a quadric nor in a plane we obtain a contradiction. 
As a consequence of this we are able to define a morphism U: F-+A” by 
setting u(F)=q iff FCX,. To show that u is generically finite we need the 
following lemmas: 
LEMMA 2.1 (i) On a general Enriques’ surface there exist ten isolated elliptic 
curve D1, . . . , D,, such that (Di,Dj)= 1, (ifj; i,j= 1, . . . . lo), and the linear 
system IHl =$lD,+ . . . + D,,j embeds X in P5 as a surface of degree 10. 
(ii) The divisor H- Di - Dj, (i# j), is linearly equivalent to Fij, where Fij is 
an irreducible, smooth, isolated elliptic curve. 
PROOF. (i) See [2] 3.11. 
(ii) Let f : X-t P5 be the embedding associated to I H 1, as it is well known, 
(see [ll] p. 71 or [6]), f(Di) and f(Dj) are plane cubic curves whose supporting 
planes span a hyperplane in P5. Therefore h 0 (H- Di - Dj) = 1 and /H- Dj - Dj / 
contains a unique element Fij which is a curve of degree 4 in P5. By the 
adjunction formula P,(Fij) = 1. If F;j splits then Fjj>R where R is a smooth 
rational curve and R2 = - 2 on X. This cannot happen on a general X, (see [2] 
2.8). Since Fij is irreducible and p,(Fij) = ho(Fij) = 1 it follows that Fij is an 
isolated elliptic curve. Since Xis general we can also assume that Fti is smooth. 
LEMMA 2.2 Let XC Ps be a general Enriques’ surface embedded in Ps by a 
linear system H=flD, + . . . + D,,I as above. Let y : X+P3 be the morphism 
associated to a linear system I Di + Dj + D& (i, j, k = 1, . . . , 10; i # j, i # k, j + k). 
By a suitable choice of projective coordinates in P3 we have: 
(i) y(X) =X4 for some q E A”; 
(ii) Y(Fij) E 9 where Ftj is defined as in lemma 2.1. 
PROOF. (i) As it is well known, (cfr. [l], [6]), either deg(y)= 1 or deg(y)=2. 
In the latter case X belongs to a special family of Enriques’ surfaces, (see [6]), 
hence we can assume deg(y) = 1. Then, by [l], y(X) is a sextic surface passing 
doubly through the edges of a given tetrahedron T’. Since X is general we can 
also assume that T’ is not degenerate, (i.e. T’ is projectively isomorphic to the 
coordinate tetrahedron T), (cfr. [6], [ll]). Then, by a suitable choice of 
coordinates (x1 :x2 :x3 :x4), we can assume that v(X) has a normalized 
equation, (see [12] p. 635). 
(ii) We recall that y(Dt), y(Dj), y(Dk) are three coplanar edges of the 
tetrahedron T, (cfr. [l]). The remaining three edges of T are the images by y 
of the effective adjoint curves D;, Dj’, Di to Di, Dj, Dk. 
We can assume y(D,) = e12, y(D/J = e34. By lemma 2.1 Fij is smooth, irre- 
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ducible, moreover y(Fti) is biregular to Fjj. We have deg(y(Fij)) = 5 and 
(Fjj, Dk) = 1, (Fo, Di) = (Fu, Dj) = 2. Hence the result follows. 
We fix now some more notations: let GC Ai0 be the open subset of the points 
q such that X4 is birational to an Enriques’ surface, we denote by 
the minimal desingularization of X4. It is known that Xq is obtained by taking 
the normalization of X4, (cfr. [l]). We will set 
Eij=V~‘(ejj), (iCj; i,j=l,..., 4). 
It is well known that Eij is an isolated elliptic curve and that E12-E3.,- 
-En -%-EM -J% - K, where K is the canonical divisor of &. 
If FCX,, (FE % qEA”), one checks immediately that v;‘(F) is biregular to 
F. To simplify our notations we will denote by F the curve v; ‘(F)c~~. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 The morphism u : F-A” is generically finite. 
PROOF. By (ii) lemma 2.1 u(9)r-l 620, where 6 is defined as above. Assume 
u(F) = q E 8 for some FE % we show that F is an isolated elliptic curve on &. 
Since (F, E12) = 1 we cannot have F- 20, where D is an isolated elliptic curve 
so that F cannot be composed with an elliptic pencil. Furthermore, since F is 
irreducible, 12FI is an irreducible linear system. From standard facts on the 
Enriques’ surfaces one has dimIF =O, diml2Fi = 1, (see [l] ch. I, [5] ch. VIII). 
This completes the proof. 
Now we show that u-‘(u(F)) is a finite set: this follows from the fact that 
an Enriques’ surface is regular. 
If dim@-‘(u(F)))2 1 then F moves in an algebraic family of effective 
divisors on &. Since & is regular the algebraic equivalence implies the linear 
equivalence on Tq, hence we will have dimIF L 1 which is absurd. 
3. 
In this section we use the same notations of sections 1 and 2, from now on 
the linear system ) El3 + E,, + F I on Xq will be denoted by ICI. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 Let us consider the linear system ICI = 1 E,, + El4 + F 1 on 
&, then: 
(i) C2= 10, P,(C)=6, dim/Cl =5. 
(ii) ICI is irreducible and base-point-free so that a general element of ICI 
is smooth and irreducible. Moreover a general curve of ICI is not hyperelliptic. 
PROOF. E13, E14, F are isolated elliptic curves so that their selfintersection 
number is zero, further we have (E13, E,,) = 1 and (E13, F) = (E14, F) = 2. Hence 
C2=10 and P,(C)=6. 
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The linear system IMl = j&s +Ei4j is irreducible and h’(M) = 0, (see [l] 
prop. 1.2.5, car. 1.2.6); moreover, by Riemann Roth on F, we have 
h’(&(C))=O. Then, from the exact sequence 
and its associated long exact sequence, it follows h’(C) = 0. By Riemann Roth 
on & dimlC = 5. 
We show (ii): IM / has no fixed components and F is not a fixed component 
of ICI because dim[C-Fl =dimlMl =l<dimjCI. Hence ICI has no fixed 
components. Since p,(C)> 1 it follows from [15] ch. X prop. 3 that jCl is an 
irreducible linear system. 
ICI has some base points (and there are exactly two of them) if and only if 
the general element of ICI is a smooth hyperelliptic curve and this condition 
holds if and only if there exists an elliptic pencil j2D I such that (C,D) = 1, 
(see [71). 
If such a D exists then D has intersection index zero with two of the three 
curves F, Eis, Ei4. Assume, for instance, (D,E,,) = 0, then either D =I& or 
D-Eis+K, where K is the canonical divisor, (see [l] car. 1.1.14). In both 
cases it follows (0, C) = 3 which is a contradiction. The same contradiction is 
obtained if (0, F) = 0 or (0, Ei4) = 0. This completes the proof. 
REMARK 3.1. The linear system ICI embeds a general xq as a smooth surface 
of degree 10 in P5, the images of the curves E& are plane cubic curves, the 
image of F is a quartic elliptic curve, (cfr. lemma 2.2 and [2] 3.11). 
PROPOSITION 3.2 Let ICI = IF+E13+E14/ be as above: 
(i) for a general element C of ICI the curve v,(C) is a smooth curve of 
degree 9 having the edges of T as trisecant lines. 
(ii) @&&(K) is a non trivial element of order 2 in Pie(C), (K is the 
canonical divisor of ?$). 
PROOF. (i) It suffices to remark that (C, Eij) = 3 and vq(Eij) = eij. 
(ii) This is a standard property of an Enriques’ surface and holds for every 
reduced, irreducible curve C such that p,(C)> 1, (see [7] prop. 1.3.1). 
REMARK 3.1 Let v,:&-+X, be, as above, the normalization of X4; we will 
denote by ICI the linear system v,(lC I) on X4. 
We recall that a general Enriques’ surface does not contain a (- 2)-curve, i.e. 
a curve R such that R2= -2, (cfr. [2] 2.8). In particular, for a general qE Alo, 
& does not contain a (-2)-curve; from now on we denote by 
K&cA'~ 
the open subset of the points q E & such that xq does not contain a (- 2)-curve. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3 Let ICI be a linear system as above on &, if q E % we 
cannot have 
for a smooth curve C of /C 1 and for a sextic surface X (X#X,) passing doubly 
through the edges of T. (We do not assume that X has a normalized equation). 
PROOF. Let IEl be the pull-back on Xq of the linear system of the plane 
sections of X4. Since h’(E) =0 it follows from Riemann Roth that 
diml2EI = 12. 
Let Z be the linear system of the sextic surfaces X passing doubly through 
the edges of T. Dim(Z) = 13 and 
vq ‘(X-X,) = v; ‘(T.X,) + 2E, 
hence every curve of v;‘(l2El) is cut out on X4 by a sextic surface XEZ, 
(X#X,), (cfr. [II] p. 71). It follows that 
CcXnX4u2E-C-R 
where R is effective. vq(R) is indeed a cubic curve and (2E- C)2= (R)2= -2. 
Since q E % this cannot happen. 
Now we construct the variety which will dominate .!J&. Let us consider the 
family 
P 
of the curves CCP3 such that CEICI =IE13+E14+F/, where ICI is a linear 
system as above on Xq, q E % and FE U- ‘(4). We denote by C both an element 
of 2 and its corresponding curve C in P3. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. (i) A? is a Ps-bundle on u-‘( @). 
(ii) &- is a rational, 15dimensional variety. 
PROOF. It follows immediately from prop. 1.1 and 3.2. 
We will denote by 
the open subset of the points CE 2 such that C is a smooth curve. We recall 
that, by prop. 3.2, C is a curve of genus and degree 9 having the edges of T 
as trisecant lines. By prop. 3.3 there exists a unique X4 which contains C. If 
v,:&,-*X, is the normalization morphism and K is the canonical divisor on 
$$ we can define in a unique way (modulo linear equivalence) a non trivial 
divisor q of order 2 on C such that @c(q) = @&@x$K), (see prop. 3.2 (ii)). 
Therefore there exists a well defined morphism 
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such that, v CE A, h(C)= (C,q) where q is as above. If h is dominant the 
unirationality of ?X6 follows. Furthermore we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.5. The Prym-map P6: g6+ti5 is generically finite of degree 
27. 
PROOF. See [g]. 
Since dim( g6) = dim(d5) P6 is also dominant so that h dominant *PG. h 
dominant * .ti5 unirational. 
4. 
In this section we show that h : A--+ g6 is dominant. Since dim(A) = dim( 9&) 
it suffices to show that h is generically finite. 
Let (C, q) be an element of g6 we denote by C’C P4 the Prym-canonical 
model of (C, r). If (C, q) is general then C’ is smooth and isomorphic to C. 
Let C(3) be the 3-symmetric product of C, every element of C(3) is an 
effective divisor of degree 3 on C. If we fix a point c on C we obtain a standard 
morphism 
u: C(3)-+JC 
where JC is the jacobian of C and, v d E C(3), u(d) = d - 3c. The image u(C(3)) 
of C(3) by u will be denoted by Wt. The translate of W! by q in JC will be 
denoted by W$ + q. 
LEMMA 4.1. v (C, q) E 2&j (W$ w; + q) = 20. 
PROOF. Wt and Wt + ?I are algebraically equivalent, hence (Wi, Wt + q) = 
= (W$, W$). By the Poincart formulae (Wt, W$) = 20. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let (C, I?) be an element of g6, assume that its Prym-canonical 
model is smooth and isomorphic to C, then the following properties are 
equivalent: 
(i) u(d) E Wt fl W$ + r, (d E C(3)), 
(ii) ho(d+q)= 1, 
(iii) h 0 (Kc + TV - d) = 3, (Kc is the canonical divisor of C), 
(iv) if f: C-+P4 is the Prym-canonical embedding of C then f(d) c t’ C’; 
where t c P4 is a line. (I.e.: d is cut out on C’ by a line which is (at least) 
trisecant to C’). 
PROOF. (i) + (iii): u(d) E W$ fl Wt + q * d + i;l -d’ where d’ is effective. d’ 
effective H h ‘(d’) 2 3 by Riemann Roth. By Serre duality h’(d’) = 
= h 0 (Kc + q - d). We cannot have h 0 (Kc + q - d) > 3 because this implies that 
f(d) is a triple point for C’. 
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(ii)e(iii): It follows from Riemann Roth and Serre duality. 
(iii) * (iv): Obvious. 
Let us consider now a smooth curve of genus 6 and degree 9 
CC P3(X1 :X2:X3 1x4) 
having the edges of T as trisecant lines. We denote by dij, (i <j; i, j = 1,2,3,4), 
the effective divisor of degree 3 which is cut out on C by the edge eij of T. It 
is easy to check that 
where q is a non trivial element of order 2 in Pit(C). Assume that the Prym- 
canonical model of (C, I]) is smooth and isomorphic to C, since dij+ q is 
linearly equivalent to an effective divisor we have (du) E W:rl Wf + q. In 
particular the linear system lel = Id,,+ d13 + d141 of the plane sections of C is 
obtained by taking the sum of three divisors of degree 3 whose images by u 
belong to W$fl W$+r. Thus we have shown the following: 
LEMMA 4.3. Let (C, q) be an element of g6 whose Prym-canonical model is 
smooth and isomorphic to C. Assume that the set W$n W$+q is finite, then 
there is at most a finite number (module projective equivalence in P3) of 
distinct projective models of C as a curve of degree 9 in P3 having the edges 
of a given tetrahedron T as trisecant lines and such that II is cut out on C by 
the difference of two skew edges of T. 
Let us fix now one of these models: CC P3(x, :x2 :x3 :x4). Assume that C is 
trisecant to the edges of the coordinate tetrahedron T and that T determines, 
as above, the element of order 2 q. If cCP3(xl :x2:x3:x4) is projectively 
equivalent to C and is trisecant to the same tetrahedron then 
where r is a permutation of the coordinates and Ok: P3-+P3 is a projective 
automorphism such that r~J(xr :x2 :x3 :x4)) = (crxr : c2x2 : c3x3 : cqxq); where 
c=(c~:c~:c~:c~) and ci#O (i=1,2,3,4). 
We denote by 
P(C) 
this class of projectively equivalent curves. 
LEMMA 4.4 Let J be the family of curves we considered in section 3, if C E A 
then P(C)fld is a finite set. 
PROOF. If CE 1 then, there exists a unique X4. which contains C; moreover, 
by prop. 3.3, for every sextic surface passing doubly through the edges of Twe 
have: 
ccx-x=x*. 
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Hence, v CE P(C), there exists one and only one sextic surface X which 
passes doubly through the edges of T and which contains C. If C= zoo,(C), 
(where r and crc are projective automorphisms as above), then 8= ~ouJX~). 
It follows that, if X has a normalized equation, _c = (+ 1: + 1: rt_ : t 1). These 
automorphisms and the permutations of the coordinates generate a finite group 
of order 23 .24, hence &fl P(C) is a finite set of 23 -24 elements. 
PROPOSITION 4.1 Let (C, n) =h(C), with CE .k. Assume that the Prym- 
canonical model of (C, n) is smooth and isomorphic to C. If W$ n W$’ + n is a 
finite set then h- ‘(h(C)) is also a finite set. 
PROOF. It is an immediate consequence of lemmas 4.3 and 4.4. 
LEMMA 4.5 Let C be a generic element of 1 if h(C) = (C, n) then: 
(i) The Prym-canonical model of (C,n) is smooth and isomorphic to C; 
(ii) W$n Wt + n is a finite set. 
PROOF. (i) Let CCX,, by remark 3.1 the morphism associated to ICI 
embeds Xq in P5 as a smooth surface X of degree 10 in P5. The image C’ of 
C is a smooth hyperplane section of X. It is well known, and easy to check, 
that C’ is the Prym-canonical model of the pair (C, r) where @o(q) = 
= @“a Q”(K) and K is the canonical divisor of X. Therefore (C, q) = h(C) and 
the result follows. 
(ii) By prop. 3.1 we can assume that Cis not hyperelliptic. By (i) and lemma 
4.2 it follows that, whenever dE Win Wi+n, ho(d)=ho(d+n)= 1. Hence 
the set 
is biregular with W! n (W$ + q); furthermore, by lemma 4.2 (iv), there exists a 
finite morphism 
g:S-tS’ 
where S’ parametrizes the lines which are (at least) trisecant to the Prym- 
canonical model C’ of (C, q). Namely 
g(d) = s, 
where s& P4 is a line and sd’C’=d+ q, (q=O unless sd is m-secant to C’ and 
m>3). 
Let C be a general projection of C’ in P3: the trisecant lemma, (see [13] 
p. 112), says that the family of the trisecant lines to C is at most one dimen- 
sional. Hence dim(S) =dim(S’)~ 1. If dim(Y) =0 there is nothing to show. 
Assume dim(F) = 1, then we show that C belongs to a proper closed subset of 
lk% If d E: S we will denote by d’ the unique effective divisor such that d’- d- n. 
Step( 1): 
V d,, d2ES, (d,#d,), sd,ns@C’=fl. 
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PROOF. Let ]hl be the linear system of the hyperplane sections of C’. If 
dim(h - dl - dzl = 0 then sdl and sd, span a hyperplane of P4 so that sd, I%~, = 0. 
By Clifford’s theorem we cannot have dim/h - dl - d21 = 2 because h - dl - dz 
is a special divisor and C is not hyperelliptic. 
Assume dimjh -dl -d21 = 1, in this case sd, and sd, span a 2-plane 7t. 
Moreover Ih - d, - d2/ is cut out on C’ by the hyperplanes of the pencil whose 
base locus is n. Let us consider the zero cycle in P4, (the divisor on C’), 
b=n.C’; 
deg(b)I 7 because C is not hyperelliptic. We have also 
Ih-dl-d2j=Ih-d;-d$l, 
therefore: 
either d,+d,=d;+d$=b 
or d,+dz+P=di+di+P where PEC’. 
It follows that dl +d,=d; + di. By enumerating all the cases one deduces 
that, being C not hyperelliptic, the following are the only possible ones: 
(i) dl = di 
(ii> g(4 I= g(d2) = g(4) = gW = s, where s is a line and deg(s . C’) = 5. 
It is well known that, in case (ii), C’ is isomorphic, by projecting from s, to 
a plane quintic curve CC P2. Moreover @o(q) = @o(l)@ @& - t), where t is an 
effective theta characteristic and dimltl =b, (cfr.-[9]). In-this case C’ is con- 
tained in the intersection of two quadrics and the number of the trisecant lines 
to C’ is finite, (see [9] 3 prop. 2.3). Since we assumed dim(S’)= 1 this case is 
not possible. 
It is immediate that, in case (i), we cannot have Supp(d)nSupp(d’)#B 
but for a finite number of elements of S. Hence, for almost all d’s in S, 
@-,s,,nc’=0. 
It follows from these latter remarks that, for a generic point P of C’, there 
exists one and only one d E S such that PE Supp(d). This allows us to define 
a rational map of degree 3 
t: c-s 
by setting t(P) = d iff P E Supp(d). 
Since C’ is smooth and irreducible it follows that S is irreducible and t is 
regular. This completes the proof of Step(l). 
Step(2): 
The family of the curves C such that CE A and dim(S) = 1 is contained in 
a proper closed subset of .A 
PROOF. Let t: C’-+S be the morphism we considered above; the normali- 
zation S of S induces a morphism f : C ‘+S. Since deg(t)=3 it follows from 
Hurwitz’s formula that g(S) I 2, where g(s) is the genus of 2. Further we cannot 
have a rational curve in JC so that g(S) 2 1. 
Let 4, (i= 1,2), be the moduli space for the curves of genus 6 which are 
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triple coverings of curves of genus i: a computation of parameters shows that 
dim(d)< 10 and dim(&s7. 
We remark in the end that, by lemma 4.3 and its proof, an open subset of 
S(3) parametrizes the linear systems Id, + d2+ d,l, (dies, i= 1,2,3), which 
embed C in P3 as a curve having the edges of T as trisecant lines and such that 
the difference of two skew edges of T cuts out q on C. 
Hence the subset of the curves of A which are isomorphic to C is at most 
3-dimensional. Since the moduli space of the curves like C is at most lo- 
dimensional it follows that, being dim(l) = 15, we cannot have dim(S) = 1 for 
a general C in A’. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
PROPOSITION 4.2 The morphism h : A+ LQ is generically finite. 
PROOF. It follows from prop. 4.1 and lemma 4.5. 
PROPOSITION 4.3 yR6 and J$ are unirational. 
PROOF. By prop. 3.4 A iS rational, moreover 
dim(A) = dim( .C&) = dim(&J = 15. 
Hence, by prop. 4.2, h is dominant. By prop. 3.5 h -P6: &+d5 is also 
dominant, where P6 is the Prym-map. This completes the proof. 
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